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Introduction 

This paper describes a tool for supporting grammar development in those lin
guistic frameworks which employ some constraint- based formalism , such as 
LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar), HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar) , FUG (Functional Unification Grammar) and CUG (Categorial 
Unification Grammar) . These approaches have in common that all or at least 
a substantial part of the grammar (such as rules, lexical entries, node labels 
etc.) is represented as sets of attribute- value pairs. 

In LISP or Prolog the structures can be internally represented as lists, 
but it is much more convenient and sometimes even indispensable to use 
graphical representations when developing grammars. During grammar pro
cessing, feature structures can become quite large (up to several thousand 
nodes) , such that a customized view of the feature structure, which allows 
to selectively focus on relevant parts , becomes essential. 

Fegramed provides a fully interactive editor for developing, maintaining 
and viewing feature structures. It is a tool that is built to cope with the 
complexity of feature structures in grammar development and use. 
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Chapter 1 

Terminology 

In the following, we will first elarify somp teehnical terms we use in this 
manual and deseribe how they are related to t.he t<>rms that. are normally 
used in the linguisties literature. 

Feature structures are dif<:cted graph::; . Fegramed is a graph viewPl" with 
a speeifie graphieal representation rather than a program that, knows about. 
the semantics of feature structures. We will therefore use graph terminology 
in th is manual. 

Vertices and Edges 

What an~ normally called 'attributes' in linguistics are the (named) edges of 
a graph; the ' values . (both atomic and complex) are the ver"ticcs. There are 
diffprent kinds of complex vertices (values) in Fegramed: con)unctions, dlS
)unctions, implications, lists and function applieations. There is no sem anti es 

/
disjunetion 

Gender : {Fern} 
attribute Mas 

Morphemes: 3 

eonjunetion ~ Morph, [app7 (peter), ( comes, today) ) 1 

funetion application" Jist7 ~s (ordinary and sperial) 

Figure 1.1: Basic notions 

C\ttaehed to these notions, they are simply vertiees that are displayed in a 
particular manner and can have an outdegree (the number of edges leaving 
a vertex) that is greater than or equal to zero . All other vertices hav(' an 
outdegree of zero, i.p. no edges can leave them. Thes(' vrrtices are also cdlled 
atoms or atomic ver·tiees. There are two types of atoms: ordinary and sprcial 
atoms. A special atom will be displayed by Fegramed in a different font and 
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also has a special attribute in the external representation. Othcrwise, there 
is no difference between ordinary and special atoms. 

Look at the figure 1.1 to see how eclges and complex and atomic vcrticrs 
are displayed. 

In our representation , as in many linguistic not.a tions, ('(Ige ll alllrS arr 
separated from vertices by a ':'. COllju!1etions are drawll with squarr uraek
ets, disjunctions with curly braces. Atomic vrrtices are .iust showll hy their 
names. To ser what all those objects rE'ally look Iike Oll yom COlllPUt.N allel 
t.o have a small sampIe to play with, thrrr should lw a filp everything . fs 
in yom Fegral1lrcl c1istributiol1. 

Coreferences 

In feature structmc's two a t.tributes call share the sallle (iclrlltical) illforma
tion. This l1lealJS that ilJ t.he graph represrntatioll of the fea ture st.ructurr, 
several edges point to thc same vertex. This ver tex is only c\isplayrd oll er 
and a boxed nUl1lbPr is attached to it. All other occurrencrs of t.his vert,rx 
are only representec\ by this boxed numbcr , i .e. they are a ll marked by icl rl1-
t ical tags . In feature strurture tenns, these tags are calleel corefe'rences. An 
rxample of coreferences ran be seen in fi gure 1. 2. 

Spaceship: Captain : I 

[
prename: Ford] 
Name: Prefect 

Name: Hear 
Panic :ITJ 

-of-Gold 

Figure 1.2 : Coreferences are represented by numbers in boxes 

The Hide Symbol 

When drawing feature structures, it is often convenient to hide some part 
of the structure. In the graphical representation this is realized by a special 
'hide J symbol. 

[deep : [deeper: [deepest: 0]]] 
The hide Symbol / 

Figure 1.3: An example of a nested structure 

This 'hide ' symbol shows up in two different situations. If a restriction 
is put on the depth of display of the feature structure , any complex vertex 
that exceeds that depth is represented by the hide symbol. The user can also 
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create a hide symbol manually by imploding a complex vertex . This means 
that the ver tex will be shown as a hide symbol until it is explicitly exploded. 
In contrast, hide symbols coming from depth restriction are dynamically 
grnerated and removed while zooming into or out of the feature structure. 

Obscured Edges 

In many formalisms, the members of disjunctions arr not named . In thes<' 
formalisms, the edges pointing to the different disjuncts do not matter. 

{ : ~ } 
Figure 1.4: Disjunctions are normally not labeled 

In Fegramed, all complex vertices have edge labels, but they can always 
be suppressed. Edges whose names are suppressed but whose values an' 
visible are called obscured edges. The edge names can be made visible by 
checking the SHOW ÜBSCURED item in the VlEW menu. If you do this , you 
can see how obscured edges are specified: 

{ :-D 1 ~ [a: 11} 
%D2 . [b: 2 

Figure 1.3: Obscured edges made visible 

Obscured edges have names that start with the 'o/c;' character. If you 
have a formalism where the order of the disjuncts matters (as in distribut<,d 
disjunction formalisms), you can use numbered edge names as in figure 1.5 to 
distinguish the disjuncts . But beware! The edges are sorted in lexicographic 
order, so you may have to have leading zero es with the numbers to get the 
right order. 

Obscured edges can be used in any complex vertex, not just in disjunc
tions . If you want to specify for example type information in a conjunetion, 
you can do it with an obscured edge as shown in figure 1.6. 

[

*lex* +- an edge named %Type 
a: [a: 1] J points to this vertex 

Figure 1.6: Reprrsentation of types using obscured edges 



Chapter 2 

How to use Fegramed 

Some General Remarks 

In this manual, we will reIJeatedly refer to certain actions like clickillg the 
mouse or using keyboard shortcuts. As these actions differ on the different 
platforms, we will now briefly explain some of them. 

Keyboard shortcuts (or accelerators as they are called in the X/Unix 
environment) exist for most of the act ions described below. Because most of 
them differ in the implementations, only their cxistence is mentioned in the 
following tf'xt. Whieh shortcut to use for which action is explained in tbe 
apperidices A.3 and B.2. 

The mouse click actions differ heeause there is only one mouse button 
available on the Mac. Doublr clicking on the Mac is the same as middlr 
clicking the mouse under X/Unix. Single ·clicking, on the otber hand, is the 
same as left- clieking under X/Unix. The right mouse button under X/Unix 
has a special meaning that will be described later on. 

2.1 Viewing Feature Structures 

2.1.1 Scrolling 

Sr:rolling is performed by clicking the mouse in the appropriatC' regions in 
tbe scroll bars. They are standard scro11 bars, so there sbould be no problem 
using them. 

2.1.2 Zooming 

Feature structures are typically nested objects. If a feature structure is very 
eomplex and you want to examine all edges (with potentially many vertic:p.s 
attached to tbem), YOll wOllld normally have to seroll throllgh the whole 

8 
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featurp. structure . But if you limit the depth to which the feature structure 
is displayed, any parts of the feature structure that are deeply nested are 
replaced by the hide symbols discussed earlier. This makes thp. fp.ature struc
ture smaller on thc screen, but has thc shortcoming that not all information 
is displayed at once. 

To get more information about one specific vertex, you have to be able to 
select and redisplay certain vertices of the feature strudure. This is achieved 
by zooming into the structure. If you double-click on some displayed ver tex 
(double- dick on the Mac, middle- click under X/Unix) other than the outer
most vertex (which we call the root node), it will beeome the new root and 
the feature strueturp. will he drawn up to the appropriate (deeper) level. SP.8 
figurr 2.1 for an examplr of a zooming operation. 

Double ehek Here 

Dtrs: 
Head-Dtr: [~~: ~ ~ll 
Head-Only: True 

Morph: Peter 

-
Head-Dtr: Syn: [Head: [J 1 

Local: [J 

Sem: [Functor : [J 1 
Arguments: [J 

Head-Only: True 

Figure 2.1: Zooming into the value of Dtrs 

Another method to zoom in to a vertex is to select it with a single dick 
(it will be displayed in reverse video) and select the ZOOM IN comruand from 
thC' EDIT mcnu . 

To get back to the p.mbedding structure, you can zoom out again. One 
method is to dick outside of the whole strueture.! This has the effect of 
zooming out one level. The same effeet can be achip.ved by ehousing tlw item 
ZOOM Ol!T in the EDIT menu or its keyboard shortcut. 2 

You can return immediately to the outermost vertex of the wholp. struc
ture by choosing SHOW ROOT in t.hp. EDIT menu or using its keyboard short
cu t. 

2.1.3 Imploding 

Another way to shrink large feature struetures to obtain a better overview is 
to implode a (currently uninteresting) vertex. You can do this by ma.rking 
the vertex (just single dick on the vertex, it will be n~displayed in revp.rse 

l In the X/l' nix Version, this can be done by right -dicking the mOUS8 anywhere in thE' 
display area of the window 

2The shortcuts for thE' different vers ions of the feature editor are given in the appendices 
A.3 and B.2. Most of the menu options can be reached by a shortcut. 
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video) and selecting IMPLODE from the EDIT menu . The whole vertex will 
be replaced hy a hide symbol. 

Mark this node and Implode 

[

Dtrs: Head-Dtr: Head l] 
Comp-Dtrs: Compl 

Sem: Void 
[
Dtrs: [J 1 
Sem: Void 

Figure 2.2: Imploding the vertex under Dtrs 

Note that. corefered vertices which were displayed under t he imploded 
vertpx will potentially be shown at another point. So you may have to 
implodp several vertices to get the desired view. 

To 'explode' the vertex again, simply double- dick (double- click on the 
;Vlac; middle- click on X/Unix) the hidr symbol and it will be expanded to its 
previous form. If you imploded a child ver tex of the now 'exploded ' vertex 
it will remain implodpd. Only the clicked-on vertex will be expanded . 

2.1.4 Tag Expansion 

Two edges can share a single vertex. This is indicated by tags, a. illustrated 
in figure 2.3. The little boxes with numbers are called tags (or coreferences) . 

...------ A single node 

Spaceshi p: [captain : 1 [prename : Fordl] 
Name : Prefect 

Name: eart-of-Gold 

Panic:ITJ 
Two occurrences 

Figure 2.3: Panic and SpaceshiplCaptain share a single vertex 

If two edges point to a single vertex , the number of the tag that appears 
behind them is the same. You can also S0.e in t his figure that compkx vertices 
are shown only once, even if they are used in several places in the feature 
structurp. All the occurrences will he marked with the same tag, but the 
whole vertex is only shown in one place. If you run into the situation that 
you want to look at a certain part of the fraturr structure but some of the 
vertices are only tags, you can doubl e· dick on a tag to make the expansion 
of thp vertex appear at that edge. 

It still holds that the vertex is only shown once; it has only disappeared 
from where it was shown before. 
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Spaceship: [Captain: DJ ] 
Name: Heart-of-Gold 

Panic: CD [prename: Ford] 
/ Name: Prefect 

Wf' doublf'-clicked here. Only the display changed. 

Figure 2.4: Expansion of the tag behind Panic 

2.1.5 Sorting Edges 

If you are working with big feature structures, you may be more interested in 
certain edges at every lrvel of embedding. Ordering these edges in a sperified 
way allows you to display the most important features at the top of the 
window while others, less important ones can be accessed by scrolling. The 
order in which edges are shown can be changed interactively. If you rboose 
the item FEATURE ORDER from the VIEW menu you will be presented with 
a dialog box like the one in figure 2.5 . 

(scrollable) list of 
rurrently specified 

edge narnes 
-

DTRS li Add 
CAT 
SYN 

,-- Remove 

SEM 
Load 

_f+-MORPH 
HEAD-DTR Save 
COMP-DTR 
----------------- 7 Ok 

--'-

Cancel 
'-
~ 

~ Text field to enter names 

Figure 2.5: FEATURE ORDER dialog box 

Thp list held shows you the edge labels that are specifie<.l ~o far. At the 
rnd of the list appears a dashed li ne that means 'end of list'. If nothing 
was specified yet, the dashed line will be the only entry in the list box. The 
edges in the feat.ure strllcture are sorted in the order that is given by the list. 
The edge names in the feature ~tructure have to match the entries in tbe list 
exactly, including case. All edges with edge names that are not mentioned 
in the list follow the specified ones in alphabetical order. 

If the list of specified names is to long to fit into the list field, you may 
have to u~e the scroll bars to inspect it fllily or to select a certain item. 

To add a new edge name, first type it into the text field . Then mark the 
list item in front of which the new edge name ShOllld be placed, and press the 
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ADD button. The new edge name will appear in the list immediatcly brfore 
the marked name. To add names at the end of the lis t , you have to mark 
the dashed linp. If you have selected an edge or an atom bpforp you invokprj 
the FEATURE ORDER command, the name of that object will already be 
E'nt.ered into t.he t.ext field. Thus, you can easily add new items to t.he list 
while working with the structures. 

To rpmove an item from the list, select it and press the REMOVE button. 
The dashed line cannot be removed because it is not areal entry but it is 
IH'CeSsary t.o make it possible to add entries to the end of t he list. 

Pressing the OK button takes you back to the current ly active windO\N 
accepting all changes tha t you made to the list. The new list reftects the order 
that will be used to sort the current and all subsequently opened 'vvindows. 
Pressing the CANCEL button will discard all changes you madr to the list 
and leave the windows unchanged. If you want to re-order an already opened 
window, bring it to the front and select REFRESH from the VIEW menu. 
REFRESH ALL reorders all currently open windows. 

The LOAD and SAVE buttons allow you to save these lists to disk for use 
in another Fegramed spssion or as adefault order. Thus, you do not havc to 
specify the samp lists again and again. 

Pressing one of these buttons gives you a file selection dialog to specify 
the fil e to load or to save to, respectively.3 

On startup, Fegramed loads the defaul t sort order from a file. On the 
Mac, name and location of this file belong to the saveable defaults (see sec
tion 3.4.8) and is preset to thp namp 'FeditSort' and Fegramed 's application 
directory. In the X/Unix version, either the file is specified by the contents 
of t he Fegramed. sort resource (cf. appendix A, section A.2) or it tries to 
load '-/.fedi t_sort'. 

2.1.6 Hiding Edges 

To hide an edge means that edges with this name will be hidden throughout 
the feature structure. As a consequence, the vertices these edges are pointing 
to will not show u p ei ther, except in the case that anothpr edge wi th a 
different name is not hidden and points to the same vertex. (The coreferencp 
tags will remain even if only one visible edge points to that vertex. This way 
you know that it is shared at different places that may be invisible.) 

To specify an edge namp as hidden, you ran use either of two methods. 
Select an edge with the appropriate name and issue the HIOE command 
from the EDIT menu. Altprnatively, use a dialog window by selecting 1110-
DEN FEATURES in the VIEW menu. The dialog windO\v is identical to the 

3In the eurrent X/Cnix version, the file eannot be seleeted. The list is always in the 
file ,,- / .fedit_sort" unless you sppeify another file using tl1P Fegramed. sort resouree. 
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FEATLRE ORDER dialog, but the order of the features in the list does not 
matt~r. 

To hide all edges with a certain name, type the name into the text field 
and press the ADD button (the HIDE command is just an abbreviation for 
this). 

To reveal a hidden edge, you have to use the dialog window: select the 
name in the list and press the REMOVE button 

The LOAD and SAVE buttons work the same way as in the feature order 
dialog, just the default files are different: On the Mac, it is the file with name 
'FeditHide' in Fegramed's application directory, in the X/Unix version , it is ,
j.fedit_hide' or the file specified by the Fegramed. hide resource (cE. appendix 
A, seetion A.2). 

2.1. 7 0 bscured Edges 

Obseured edges were introdueed in Chapter 1 (see page 7). They are normally 
not visible and are therefore used in situations where only values (vertices) 
are expected, for example in disjunctions. You can toggle a switch that 
affects the visibility of the obscured edges by ehoosing SHOW OBSCURED in 
the VlEW menu. 

2.1.8 Setting Depth and Other Preferences 

The dejJth up tu which feature structures are shown can be limited (see 
Chapter 1). This limit can be set interactively by choosing the menu item 
DEPTH from the ",,'lEW menu. You will get a dialog box in whieh you ean 
speeify the number of levels tbat should be shown. 

In the Mae version of the feature editor, there is a similar dialog to set 
the seroll speed for tbe stepping seraIl. You can reaeh it via the SCROLLING 

menu item. You ean enter the number of pixels that will be serolIed for eaeh 
press of one of the seroll bar arrows. 

Most of the settings that affeet the appearanee of feature struetures only 
affeet the eurrently aetive and subsequently opened windows, but not the 
other open windows. To see the effeets of a sort or hide list ehange in every 
window, you can use the REFRESH ALL menu entry in the VlEW "vindow. 
Tu ohtain the effeet in the aetive windmv only, use REFRESH. 

2.1.9 Searching for Atoms, Tags or Edges 

The FIND funetion ean be usrd (as in most text editors) to loeatr a eertain 
edge or atom in the strueture. If you rhoose FIND from the FIND menu, t he 
dialog box shown in figure 2.6 appears. 
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Find 

....-----+-- Text Editing Field 

~ Feature ~ Text ~ SpecialO ~ Speciall 
~ Spe,ial2 ~ Special3 ++-- Check Boxes 

o Match Words ~ Ignore Case 

IOkl lCancel1 Buttons 

Figure 2.6: FI:-JD dialog box 

In this dia log, the check boxe::; FEATURE, TEXT and SPECIALO ... SPE
CIAL3 specify which items are exarnined during the seat-ch (edge labels, or
dinary or sper.ial atoms). The FIND funr.tion exarnines the structure recur
sively, compa ring the string given in the FIND text field with the names of 
the specified items. If you have selected an edge or an atom before opening 
the FIND dialog, tl10 narnr of this edge or atom will be entcred into the text 
field. 

The case of letters is ignored if the IGNORI:<; CASE box is cher.ked . If 
WHOLE WORD is checkeo, the comparison of the find string and the narnes 
only succeeds if t hey have the same length . You can determine the plar.e 
from where tlw search is started as folIows: 

• If a vertex is marked, the search starts at that vrrtex. 

• If an edge is marked, thr search starts a t the vNtex the edge points to. 

• If not hing is marked, srarch starts at th(~ current root node. 

If the find act ion is successful, the item that is found will be rnarked l,y 
highlighting and scrolled into sight if necessary. If nothing appropriate is 
found, not hing happens. 

There is another FIND function that works on the coreferencf's in the 
structure: FIND TAG . It lets you type in the tag number you want to look 
for. There are no options to choose, but the actual search procedure is the 
same as for FIND in a ll other respects. 

The FIND AGAIN function resumes the las t find action, be it a FIND or 
a FIND TAG . 
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2.2 Editing 

Fegramed is not only suitablC' to view structures but also allows you to c.reate 
and edit them. 

2.2.1 Selection of Items 

First of all , if you want to edit something in a structure, you have to select 
it. This is done by single clicking the object you want t.o edit. Items that. 
are sC'lected a[(~ shown white on black. 

If you have selected an edge or an atom, you can change it simply by 
typing. There are certain special facilities for string editing: 

1. If the whole string is selected and you start to type, the string will be 
completely replaced by what you type in. 

2. If the whole string is selected, you can delete it completely by tapping 

I Backspace I· 

3. YOll can move the cursor inside the string by: 

• clicking where it should go; or 

• using the left and right arrow keys (I f-I and l----t I) (as long as YOll 

do not leave thC' string). 

'1. I Backspace I deletes a character to the left (except when the whole string 

is selected as in case 2), I Deli deletes a character to the right. 

J. I Return I has no meaning in string editing. 

If an item is selected, YOll can select other items by lIsing the arrow k('ys. 
But beware: if you select an atom or an edge and press the right arrow key, 
the cursor will appear. If you want to avoid this, YOll have tu press the 
command key4 while tapping the arrow keys. JlISt playabit with the cursor 
keys to see how they work. 

So far we have seen how the information contained in a feature structure 
can be seh~cted and how text can be changed. We now show how vertices 
and edges can be added and ddeted. 

4 With the Macintosh version press the [g] key, with the Motif version use I Meta I 
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2.2.2 Inserting Feature-Value (Edge-Vertex) Pairs 

If you have selected a complex vertex, you can insert a new feature- value 
pair (a vertex and an edge pointing to it) by pressing Return. 

In disjunctions, lists and function lists the edge name is " o?" by default, 
so you will not see it if you have not checked SHOW OBSCCRED. See also 
figure 1.4 on page 7 and seetion 3.4.11 on page 27. 

2.2.3 Creating Complex Vertices 

Tu <:reate a com plex vertex, you have to select an atomic ver tex first ano 
then choose the appropriate command item from the COMPLEX menu or use 
its keyboard shortcut . The atom will then bf' repl aced by the chosen complex 
vert.~x. 

2.2.4 Copy and Paste 

You can copy any selected vertex or edge to the internal scrap using the 
COpy command either from thr EDIT menu or by its key shortcut. 

The possible targets to PASTE the copied object to depend on the type 
of the object: edges can only be pasted into eomplex vertiees, while vertiees 
can be pasted to any vertex, cornplex or atomie. When a ver tex is pasted to 
a eomplex vert('x, the effect of the oprration is as if a CLEAR oprration had 
b(len done before the PASTE (described later in the section 2.2.5). 

COpy this first 

syn:[TI 

args: lhead: [syn: ITJ [loe: 5]lj 
sem: [fun: 1] 

eomp:ITJ 

dtrs: lhead: [syn:0 [loe: 5111 
. sem :[TI [fun: 1 

eomp:[I] 
dtrs: head: [syn:[I] [loe : 51111 

sem:[TI [fun: 

eomp:[IJ 

syn:[TI 

args:[list: ?] 
------and then PASTE hf're 

Figure 2.7: COPY and PASTE of a complex vertex 

If a complex vertex has been copied, all internat coreferences are pre
served, while the externat ones, i.e. edges pointing into the copied subgraph 
from the outside, will disappear (cf. figure 2.7; there is no coreference between 
syn and args I head I sem). A method to move a complex vertex preserving 
<tU eoreferenees will be described in section 2.2.7. 

You can also copy and paste between feature structures displayed in dif
ferent windows . 
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2.2.5 Deleting Vertices (CLEAR, REMOVE and CUT) 

There are three different deletion operations, CLEAR, REMOVE and CUT. 
CLEAR works only on complex vertices and has the effect of destroying 

the internal structure of the selected vertex while all edges pointing to that 
vertex stay intact. The selected vertex is replaced by an atomic ver tex with 
the name "?". 

Note that vertices remain in the graph if they are reachable not only 
through the cleared vertex but also through other vertices. Look at figure 
2.8 for an example of a CLEAR operation. 

dtrs:[TI [t:a~~E[:::~[:::~ 51]1 
sem: [TI [f un: 1 

comp: [2] [

dtrs : [TI? rTh' r:;l It ' 1S was L2.J . s * syn: [fun: 1 now only here 
args: [TI? syn:[TI 

args :[TI 

Figure 2.8: 

/ 
This node is still shared, but now empty 

CLEAR applied to the value of dtrs 

A REMOVE action on a vertex deletes the vertex itself and all edges 
pointing directly to it. All vertices and edges that lose connection to the 
outermost vertex are also deleted. All vertices that are pointed to by edges 
from outside will remain in the graph. Figure 2.9 shows an example of the 
REMOVE operation. 

/ REMOVE here 

dtrs:[TI [he'd [:::~ [~: :1]1 
comp:[2] * [syn: [fun: 1]] 

syn:[TI t 
args:ITJ Now only syn remains 

"-. This shares [TI, so it will go away too 

Figure 2.9: REMOVE applied to the value of dtrs 

REMOVE also works on edges. In this case, the edge and the vertex to 
which it points are deleted. All vertices pointed to from outside remain 
in the graph. See also figure 2.10 and figure 2.11 as examples of REMOVE 
operations on edges. 

CUT works on all vertices as weIl as on edges. The selected object is first 
copied to the internal cut buffer as by a COPY operation. A vertex is then 
deleted with CLEAR, an edge with REMOVE. 
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~ REMOVE he re 

syn: ITJ [fun: 1] dtrs:ITJ [head: [Syn:12] [loe: 

sem:[IJ [fun: 

eomp:12] 

syn:[IJ 
args:ITJ 

: 1]] 
=} args: [head: [syn:12] [loe : 5]]] 

sem:ITJ 

eomp:12] 

Note that the tags renumbered themselves! 

Figure 2.10: REMOVE applied to the edge dtrs 

/ REMOVE here 

dtrs : ITJ [head: [syn : [2] [loe: 51]] 
sem:[I] [fun: 1 

eomp:12] 
=} 

dtrs:ITJ [eomp : [loe: 5 J] 
syn : [fun: 1] 

syn:[IJ 
args:ITJ 

args:ITJ 

Figure 2.11: REMOVE applied to the edge head 

2.2.6 Other Editing Features 

A vertex can be negated by choosing the NEGATE command from the EDIT 
menu. Similarly, you can change a selected atom into a special atom (for 
Fegramed, that just means it is displayed in the appropriate special font) by 
using one of the SET SPECIAL commands. A special atom can be turned 
into an ordinary one by choosing SET TEXT. 

Special atoms may have special meanings in the system using Fegramed, 
in Fegramed itself, the atom just gets another font and it gets a special 
attribute in the external representation. There is no additional functionality 
that applies to special atoms. 

2.2.7 Building and Removing Coreferences 

How do you make two or more edges point to the same vertex, creating a 
coreference? Let's assurne you have an edge which you want to point to 
an already existing vertex. Select the edge and select BUILD TAG from the 
EDIT menu. (On the Macintosh a hand cursor will appear to indicate "Build 
Tag" mode.) Now select the vertex you want the edge to point to. Matching 
coreference boxes will appear at the selected vertex (if there was not one 
already) and on the edge that was selected in the first place. 

If you are in the "Build Tag" mode and change your mind,. you can leave 
it by either reselecting BUILD TAG from the menu (on the Mac, the item 
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. / BUILD TAG here 

ShlP: [capn: ? ] 
Name: H-o-G 

Palllc: r ~~~_: Ford ] 
~: Prefect 

then select this one 

Ship: [capn: [TI [pre: Ford ]1 
Prop: Prefect 

Name: H-o-G 

Panic:[TI 

Figure 2.12: Select Capn, BUILD TAG and then the ver tex under Panic 

rhanged its name into CANCEL TAGGING ) or dicking outside the structure 
(in the X/Unix version, right dick anywh~re in the window). 

If you want to remove a coreference (you think that an edge should not 
point to some shared ver tex anymore) you can select it and either delete it 
by using the REMOVE command or use REMOVE TAG, which will make the 
edge point to a newly created ver tex named "?". With REMOVE TAG , you 
can then proceed to create a new ~tructure under the old edge. Notice that 
the vertex the edge pointed to will not be "hangen by this operation. 

. ~ REMOVE TAG here 

Shl p: [capn: ITJ ] 
Name : H-o-G 

Ship: [capn : 7 ] 

Name: H-o-G 

Panic:ITJ [pre: Ford ] 
Prop: Prefect 

Panic: [pre: Ford ] 
Prop: Prefect 

Figure 2.13: Removing a tag. 

A hint for advanced users: BUILD TAG and REMOVE TAG can be used 
to move a structure from one point to another. Suppose you want to move 
a structure from an edge a to an edge b. To do this, create tags between 
them (using BUILD TAG) and then immediately remove the tag behind edge 
a. The effect will be that thc tags are deleted and the structure is pasted in 
at edge b. 

This differs from doing a Cl:T behind a and a subsequent PASTE be
hinn b. Cl.:T and PASTE will not preserve coreferences that point into the 
substructurc behind a from the outside. lJsing the BUILD/REMOVE TAG 

mechanism preserves all (internal and external) coreferences. 
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Menus 

SincE' most of the functionality of Fegramed was described in the previous 
ehapter, we say little about it here and refer to the appropriate sections in 
the previous chapter. This is just a short reference guide to every mrnu item. 

3.1 The STRUCTURES Menu 

Most of the items of the STRUCTURES menu are very similar to those of thr 
FILE Illenll in text editors. These parts will only be described briefty. 

3.1.1 NEW 

This command allows you to create a completely new feature structure. 
Choosing ='JEW gives you a new window with only one (atomic) vertex in 
it , which has the name "?". You can now start editing your feature struc
ture. 

3.1.2 OPEN, SAVE and SAVE As 

These items load a feature structure from or save it to a file. If you seleet 
OPEN, a file dialog box pops up that lets you choose the file to load. 

SAVE will save the feature structure of the current window (in X/Unix thc 
window where you selected the SAVE item) into the file it was loaded from. 
If you select SAVE in a window that was created by the NEW command and 
does not know a filename, Fegramed will react differp.ntly in the different 
implementations. On the Mac, it will behave as if you had selected SAVE As 
(see below). Under X/Unix, it will just display an alert box that tells you to 
use SAVE As to save this window. 

SAVE As is used either if you want to save a feature structurE' in a file 
other than the original, e.g. after having edited the structure, or if you c[(~ated 

20 
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3.2.1 COPY and PASTE 

You can easily eopy parts of your feature structurf' from one point to another: 
Mark an objeet (an edgr or a vertex) by elieking on it with thC' mouse . Then 
seleet Cüpy to copy it into the internal cut buffer. To paste it back in, seleet 
the target strueture and seleet PASTE. If you eopied an edge, thp target has 
to be a eomplex vertex, if it was a vertpx, it ean be any vertex. For a detailed 
description, see seetion 2.2.4. 

You can a lso copy and paste bebveen feature structures displayed in dif
ferent windows. 

3.2.2 REMOVE, CLEAR and CUT 

REMOVE anc! CLEAR are slightly differpnt deletion operations. REMOVE 
works on C'dges as weil as on vertices , CLEAR only on vertiees. CUT first 
copies the seleeted objeet to the internal scrap, Jike COpy, and then del etes 
the objeet, a ver tex with CLEAR, an edge with REMOVE. For a detailed 
e1escription with examples, see seetion 2.2.,C). 

3.2.3 BUILD TAG 

This command is used to create eoreferenees , i.e. more than one edge pointing 
to the same vertex. This is achieved by seleeting an edge anel speeifying an 
existing vertex thf' edgp ShOllld point to. 

First, seleet the pdge, then choose BUILD TAG anel seleet the vertex you 
want the rdge to point to. Thr nC'w eorefcrener is shown by identieal tag 
boxes behind the previously seleeted edge and the seleeted vertex. 

To cancel a BULD TAG operation, reselect BUILD TAG or diek anywhere 
outside the structure (in the X/Unix version, right-dick anywhere in the 
winelow). 

For a deta iled des,ription, see section 2.2.7. 

3.2.4 REMOVE TAG 

The item ealled REMOVE TAG gives you the possibility to diseard tags, i. e., to 
make an edge that points to a shared vertex point to a fresh (atomic) vertex. 
To remove a tag, seleet the eorresponding edge (not the tag itself!) and 
choose REMOVE TAG. The ver tex the edge pointed to will not be affrcted , 
the edge will just point to a new atom named "?". This command will only 
work on eclges pointing to a vertf'X Lhat is shared by more than one edge (see 
a lso seetion 2.2.7).1 

1 A hint for a.dvanced users: BI!lLD TAG a.nd REMOVE TAG can b<' used to movc a 
structure from on0 point to another. Suppose you want to move a structur<, from an 
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3.2.5 NEGATE 

NEGATE toggles the negation of a (complex or atomic) vertex. Negated 
vertices are displayed with the negation symbol '-,' in front of them. 

3.2.6 SET TEXT and SET SPECIAL .. . 

Any ordinary atom in the structure can be turned into a special atom by using 
one of the SET SPECIAL ... commands. There are currently four different 
special attributes, each of which has its own font and is marked differently in 
the external representation. Likewise, any special atom can be turned into 
an ordinary one using SET TEXT. 

3 .2.7 EXPORT TO SCRAP (Mac only) 

This feature is only available in the Mac version of Fegramed. The menu 
item EXPORT TO SCRAP allows you to copy structures to the clipboard and 
use them later in other programs, e.g. in a text processor. 2 To do this, select 
a structure with the mouse and choose EXPORT TO SCRAP. To use it in the 
target application, simply use this application's PASTE command. 

3.3 The FIND Menu 

The menu items in the FIND menu let you search for edges, ordinary and 
special atoms in large feature structures that you cannot easily overview. 
There are three different commands, FIND, FIND TAG and FIND AGAIN , 
which will be described in this section. 

After selecting FIND you will be given a dialog box in which you can enter 
the following information (see also figure 2.6 on page 14): 

• what to find 

• what to search: edges, ordinary or special atoms - 01' all of these 

• whether to search for matching words 

• whether to make the search sensitive to case 

Fegramed will display the first matching item of the feature structure 
in reverse video to indicate success. If the search fails, the display is not 
changed. 

edge a to an edge b. To do so, create tags between them (using BUILD TAG) and then 
immediately remove the tag behind edge a. The effect will be that the tags are deleted 
and the edge b will point to that vertex. 

2Note, that the displayed structure is transferred to the clipboard, not its intern al 
representation . 
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FIND TAG worles similar to FIND, except that it searches for a tag number 
that you specify in the dialog. 

Fegramed only searches for the first occurrence of your search key. You 
can use FIND AGAIN to continue the search. Fegramed will then go on to the 
next occurrence of a matching item and display it. 

See also seetion 2.1. 9 for a detailed descri ption . 

3.4 The VIEW Menu 

3.4.1 I MPLODE 

The IMPLODE item is useful to hide temporarily unwanted details of your 
feature structures. It reduces a (possibly very large) vertex to a special 
symbol Cl and so shrinks the whole structure. Double- clicking this symbol 
will bring back the original view. 

3.4 .2 H rDE 

HIDE is another method to make your feature structure more transparent. 
After selecting an edge and the HIDE item all edges with this name (and 
the vertices they point to) are no longer displayed. If you want to bring 
them back to the screen, use the HIDDEN FEATURES command, described in 
section 2.1.6 on page 12. 

3.4 .3 Z OOM I N, Z OOM OUT and SHOW R OOT 

You can zoom in to a structure by double- clicking it (middle- c1icking it 
in X/Unix) or select it and choose the ZOOM IN command. To zoom out 
again, either click anywhere outside the feature structure (in the X/Unix 
version, you can also zoom out by Right- clicking the mouse anywhere in the 
window) or choose ZOOM OUT. The difference between ZOOM OUT and 
SHOW ROOT is the following: whereas ZOOM OUT zooms out to the next 
enclosing structure (that means one level higher), SHOW ROOT zooms out 
to the root of the whole structure (i .e. to the absolutely highest level). 

3.4.4 HrDDEN F EATURES 

This command gives you a dialog to interactively change the list of hidden 
features. To hide a feature means that all edges with a certain name will not 
be shown on the display (see also HIDE above). 
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To add a new item to the list, type its name into the text field (all edges 
bearing exactly that name will not be displayed) and press the ADD button.3 

To remove an item (the appropriate edges will show up again), select it in 
the list box and press the REMOVE button. 

The LOAD and SAVE buttons allow you to store the current list to disk 
for use in later Fegramed sessions or as default list. 

To return to editing, press OK to accept all changes you made to the list 
or press CANCEL to discard them. For a detailed description of the dialog, 
see sections 2.1.6 and 2.1.5. 

3 .4.5 FEATURE ORDER 

Choosing this menu item opens a dialog that lets you specify the order in 
which edges are displayed by Fegramed. The edges having names that match 
an entry in the list exactly (including case) will be sorted to the top in the 
specified order at any level of the feature structure. All other edges will 
follow in alphabetical order the ones mentioned in the list. 

To add a new item, enter its name into the text field, select the item in 
front of which you want it to appear and press ADD. If you want to add it at 
the end of the list , select the dashed line. To remove an item, simply select 
it in the list box and press REMOVE. 

The LOAD and SAVE buttons allow you to store the list to disk for use 
in later Fegramed sessions or as default order. 

To return to editing, press OK to accept all changes you made to the list 
(the current and all subsequently opened windows will be sorted according to 
the new order) or press CANCEL to discard them. For a detailed description 
of the dialog, see section 2.1.5. 

3.4 .6 DEPTH 

In the DEPTH dialog that is invoked by selecting DEPTH from the VIEW 

menu, you can specify the maximum depth of structure that will be displayed , 
i.e. you can tell Fegramed when to display the hide symbol (0) instead of 
more deeply embedded structure. The default value for this option is 10, 
so Fegramed will not use the symbol unless you have a structure that has 
more than 10 nested complex vertices (conjunctions, disjunctions, ... ) on 
the screen. 

3In fact this has the same effect as HIDE in the EDIT menu. You can see HIDE as an 
abbreviation for this operation. 
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3.4.7 SCROLLING (Mac only) 

This item allows you to set the scrolling speed for the editor 's windows. Just 
enter a value to change it. Small values cause slow scrolling , big values (very) 
fast scrolling. This feature is available only on the Mac. 

3.4.8 SET DEFAULTS (Mac only) 

To make the settings for the current window permanent for the rest of your 
work session with the editor , use SET DEFAULTS. The following values are 
fixed by this command : 

• size and position of the window 

• all changeable fonts (References, Text, and SpecialO ... Special3) 

• the depth limit for feature structure display 

• the scroll speed 

• name and location of the default sort and hide files 

All subsequently opened windows will take these settings. Note that they 
will be "forgotten" when leaving Fegramed (unless you save them). This 
feature is available only on the Mac. 

3.4.9 SAVE DEFAULTS (Mac only) 

When choosing SAVE DEFAULTS, Fegramed will save the values that you 
fixed with SET DEFAULTS as startup preferences to a file called "FeditPrefs" 
in the Fegramed application directory. Next time you start Fegramed , th 
values listed in the previous section will be set as you fixed them. 

You can copy the Preferences file to another directory and start Fegramed 
by double- clicking that file. Thus it is possible to have local vs. global pref
erences or different preferences for different systems. This feature is available 
only on the Mac. 

3.4.10 REFRESH and REFRESH ALL 

REFRESH redraws the topmost window using the actual settings. It was 
created because windows that are already open when you change for example 
the feature order are not refreshed automatically; you can also use it to refresh 
t he window contents in case something weird happened to the display. 

REFRESH ALL performs REFRESH on all currently open windows. 





Chapter 4 

Building an Interface to 
Fegramed 

This chapter is only relevant for people who want to use Fegramed as a. tool 
inside another system that controls it. In thc followillg , we describe what 
the interface looks likr. "Ordinary"' users of Fegramed do not hav(' to worry 
<ibout these things, they are mostly for developers. 

4.1 Feature Structure Files 

Exchange of feature structures with Fegramed takes place via feature struc
t,ure files. Tlwse are plain text fil es containing the description of a featurf' 
structure. To interfacf' to Ff'gramed , you must convert both ways between 
this format and your internal representation. The syntax of a feature struc
ture fi le is described now. First the tokens : 

Name see text 
Tag #[0- 9]+ 
TagIs #[0- 9]+ = 
Attribu te #[A·Z] 
AttributeIs #[A·Z]= 

Names C<in contain any charactef. If the first charac ter of a name is one 
of ' [', T, 'C, '}', 'I', 'C, ')', '#' or '\', it must be preceded by a '\' (which is 
removed w hen the token i::; read). If a namp, contains spaces, each bla.nk mu::;t 
also be escaped with a '\'. The end of a name is marked by a non-escaped 
blank, so the last character of 'one-of) , is ')'. 

Only the attributes #S and #N are used at the moment, where #S= n 
specifies a special atom of type n (where n has to be in O .. . 3) and #":'J. spec
ifies that the vertex is ncgated. #S is not appropriate for complex vertices; 
it will be ignored at complf'x vertices as weU as all other invalid attributes 
glven. 

2R 
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The input syntax for the feature editor in BNF notation is as follows: 

lIode --+ complexnodE' 
--+ atomicnode 
--+ Tag ; a coreference 
--+ TagIs node ; the definition 

; of a coreference 
--+ '(' path ')' ; a coreference specified 

; by a feature path 

complexnode --+ CumlJlexName attributes edgelist 
ComplexName --+ '{' ; Disjunction 

--+ 'I' ; Implication 
--+ T ; Conjunction 
--+ ']' ; Function application 
--+ '} , ; List 

atumicnode --+ Atoml\"amc attributes 

attributes --+ Attribute attributes ; Only #"0. 
--+ AttributeIs )lame attributes ; Only #S=Ü ... 3 (atoms) 
--+ E 

edgelist --+ ' (' EdgeNarne node ')' edgelist 
--+ E 

path --+ EdgeName path 
--+ E 

AtomName --+ Name 

EdgeName --+ Name 

4.2 Communication 

Fegramed has a communication interface which allows it to work in a kind of 
'client' mode. In this mode, it can also receive commands from a host appli
ration via a communication channel. Possible commands include opening a 
window containing a certain feature structure filp, closing üne or all windows 
and quitting completely. 

The implcmentation of the communication channel differs between the 
Macintosh and the X/Unix versions of Fegramed. 

On the Mac, the communication channel is implemented using commu
nication files and Apple Events. To talk to Fcgramed , you have to write 
your commands to a file, give it the appropriate file type (C FBLK») and file 
r:reator (C FEDI») and send Fegramed an 'Open Document' (C odoc») Apple 
Event for that file. Fegramed will determine that it is a communication file 
hy looking at its type (in contrast to the communication filf's, the type of an 
ordinary featurf' structure file has to be C TEXT') and then read and expcute 
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the commands it contains. 
The communication channel of X/Unix Fegramed can only be activated 

by the command line option "-poil". The feature editor then checks its 
standard input regularly for incoming command sequences. Thus if you want 
to interface Fegramed with your application, you must execute Fegramed as 
a subcommand of the application with the "-poil" option enabled and write 
the 'rclllot.e' commands to its standard input. 

The following remote commands are supported by both implementations. 
Note that each command must be followed by a newline: 

• feature=pathname 
The feature editor loads the file pathname and opens a new windovv 
containing the feature structure. If the file cannot be found, an error 
dialog box will be displayed. 

The two subsequent commands affect only an immediately following 
feature command. 

• selected=edge-name* 

• path=edge-name* 
The selected command highlights the vertex at the end of the specified 
feature path while the path command zooms into the feature path. 

If a path can not be resolved completely, a warning will be displayed 
and the longest prefix path that could be matched is used. 

The path and selected commands have no effect except when given 
immediately before a feature command is transmitted. They affect 
only the view in the window that is opened by this feature command. 
If other commands are given in between, thc path and selected com
mands are ignored. 

• close=pathname 
This command closes the window that displays the file given by the 
pathname. If more than one window displays this file, only one of 
them is closed. The command is ignored if no such window exists. 
This command has the same effect as closing the window interactively. 
If the window contents have been changed, a dialog window will open 
and ask whether to SAVE or DISCARD CHANGES, or to CANCEL the 
close operation. If CANCEL is chosen, the window will not be closed 
despite the external command. 

• closeall 
Tries to close all currently open windows, like CLOSE ALL from the 
STRUCTURES menu. If the contents of a window were changed , a dialog 
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is initiated as with close (see above). If CANCEL is chosen, the whole 
clo s eall operation is aborted. 

• qu i t 
Tries to elose all open windows in the same way as closeall and quits 
Fegramed if it succeeded in elosing all windows. 

The communication channel is bidirectional, i.e. it is not only used to 
transmit commands to Fegramed but also to get a "return value" back. Fe
gramed teIls you if RETURN or SAVE & RETURN from the STRUCTURES 

menu were selected. Here is what it returns: 

• return 
RETURN was selected, that means that Fegramed returns to its host 
application without a feature structure as result. 

• f eatur e=pathname 
SAVE & RETURN was selected; in this case, Fegramed returns the name 
of the feature structure file that was displayed in the current window 
when SAVE & RETURN was selected. The host program can then load 
this feature structure as the result of calling Fegramed. 

X/Unix Fegramed writes this information to its standard output if the 
command line option "-poIl" was enabled. 

Mac Fegramed will determine the sender process as weIl as the commu
nication file by looking at the last Apple Event used for communication. It 
will overwrite the contents of the file with the return commands and make 
the sender process the current process. Note that only the last Apple Event 
to open a communication file is relevant, others that were received between 
the last return action of the user and this event will be lost. 

To receive Fegramed's response, the host application could remember the 
fi le change date and time of the communication file when switching to Fe
gramed and check if it changed when it handles a 'Resume' operating system 
event (which means it is the front process again). If the communication file 
changed, the host application should read it and take the appropriate actions. 

4.3 Sort and Hide Files 

These files contain the lists of features mentioned in the FEATURE ORDER 

respectively RIDDEN FEATURES dialogs. They are plain text fi les where each 
feature contained in the list appears on aseparate line. You can also edit 
these fi les with a text editor and load them into Fegramed. 
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In the X/Unix version, these files are always named ,,- /.fedit_sort" and 
,,- j.fedit_hide" unless other names are specified in the Fegramed. sort and 
Fegramed. hide resources , respectively (cf. appendix A, seetion A.2). 

In the Mac version, the names of these files can be chosen by the us
er. When you select the SAVE button in the FEATURE ORDER or HIDDEN 

FEATURES dialog, a file selection dialog will appear that lets you specify the 
directory and the name of the file to save the current list into. These path
names are among the options that are remembered using the SET DEFAULTS 

and SAVE DEFAULTS commands. 



Appendix A 

Motif Particulars 

A.l Command Line Options 

- file or -fs 
- refFont 
- textFont 
- specOFont 
- spec1Font 
- spee2Font 
- spee3Font 
- featureDepth 
- sort 
- hide 
- poll 

featurr structure file to be loaded 
font used for eoreference numbers 
font used for ordinary atoms and edges 
font used for special atoms of type 0 
font used for special atoms of type 1 
font used for special atoms of type 2 
font used for special atoms of type 3 
displayed depth 
name of thc sort file 
name of the hide file 
use stdin/stdout for communieation 

The geometry option affec:ts the Fegramed_Menu window. If you want 
to specify a geometry für the Fegramed würk window , you have to u:::;e a 
eommand line option in the following style : 

- xrm "Fegramed.gf'ometry: 300x200+ 10+;:>" 

A.2 Resources 

Apart from the existing Xt-resources, you ean specify fonts, the displayed 
fraturr depth and the names of the sort and hidf' files via applieation re
sourees. The following example should suffiee as documentation. Further 
informatioll abüut t.he resource mechanism ean be found in the X manu
al page or your local X Toolkit ~vlanual An explicil command lin\' option 
ov('[rides thc resouree specification. 

33 
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, Geometry of the menu window: size should not be given: 
Fegramed_Menu.geometry: +1+80 

'Ihe default geometry for the work windows can be given by: 
Fegramed . geometry: 300x100-310+9 

'fonts for the work windows Cany available font may be used): 
Fegramed . refFont: 8x13 
Fegramed . textFont: 7x14 
Fegramed.specOFont: 
Fegramed.spec1Font: 

10x20 
-adobe-helvetica-bold-r-*-*-10-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

Fegramed.spec2Font: -adobe-helvetica-medium-o-*-*-10-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 
Fegramed.spec3Font: -*-courier-bold-r-*-*-16-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

'Ihe displayed depth of the feature structures 
Fegramed.featureDepth: 40 

'Ihe names of the 
Fegramed . sort: 
Fegramed .hide: 

sort and hide files 
"$HOME/fegramed/sortfile" 
"$HOME/fegramed/hidefile" 

For the speeifieation of resourees for other widgets, apart of the widgpt 
hierarehy is given below. BE' eareful when setting these resourees , as not 
E'very resoure(' is set to a safe value when the widgrts are ereated. 

Menu bar of Frgramrd work window: 
Fegramed work window: 
Vertieal serollbar: 
Horizontal serollbar: 

Fegramed*.top_box.* 
Fegramed.*.edit_window 
Fegramed.*.scrolll 
Fegramed.*.scrol12 

Resourees one might want to change eould be the font or tlw fon~ground 
and background eolour. These values will not affeet the funetionality of the 
Feature Editor. Herp is an pxample that changes thp eolours of Fegramed. 
Simply try it to see the results. 

change the background colours of the menu window, 
, the menu region and the scroll bars. Ihe edit region has to have 

a white background. 
Fegramed_Menu*background: green 
Fegramed*background: green 
Fegramed*borderColor: red 
Fegramed*BottomShadowColor: pink 
Fegramed*HighlightColor : pink 
Fegramed*edit_window*background: white 
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A.3 Menus and Keyboard Shortcuts 

Structures Edit Complex 
New ON Cut OX Conjunction 0 [ 
Open 00 Copy OC Disjunction 0 { 
Save OS Paste OV Implication 0 > 
Save As Remove OR List 0 < 
Close 0W Clear OD Function List 0 + 
Close All Build Tag OT 
Save & Return Remove Tag 
Return Negate <> 
Quit OQ Set Text 00 

Set SpecialO o 1 
Set Speciall 02 
Set Sp<'cial2 03 
Set Special3 04 

Find View 
Find 0 F 

f--=--
1mplode 01 

Find Tag 0 # Hide OH 
Find Again 0 A Zoom in 

Zoom out OZ 
Show root OY 
Hidden Features 
Feature Order 
Depth 
Reorder 
Reorder All 
Show Obscured 
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Mac Particulars 

B.I File Types U sed by Fegramed 

Feature Structure F iles have type 'TEXT' and ereator 'FEDI ' (optional) . 
They eontain feature strueture deseriptions in the format deseribed in 
seetion 4.1. 

Communication Files have type ' FBLK' and ereator 'FEDI'. They eon
tain remote eommands to talk to Fegramed as weIl as Fegrameds re
sponses. If Fegramed gets an 'Open Doeument' ( ' odoc ') Apple Event , 
the file type teIls it to interpret the fi le eontents as eommands rather 
than as feature strueture. The details are deseribed in seetion 4.2. 

Preferen ces Files have type' PREF' and ereator 'FEDI' . They eontain the 
default settings for the fo llowing values: 

• size and position of a new window 

• all ehangeable fonts (Referenees, Text, and SpeeialO .. . Speeial3) 

• the depth limit for feature strueture display 

• the seroll speed 

• name and loeation of the default sort and hide files 

Sor t an d Hide Files have type ' TEXT ' and ereator ' FEDI' (optional). 
They eontain lists of feature names separated by newlines. They are 
read and written at startup time (provided they are speeified as default 
files, see above) and when using the LOAD and SAVE buttons in the 
HIDDEN FEATURES and FEATURE ORDER dialog. 
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B.2 Menus and Keyboard Shortcuts 

Structures 
New d=b:\T 
Open d=bO 
Save d=b S 
Save As 
Close d=b W 
Close All 
Save & Rp.turn 
Return 
Page Setup 
Print. d=b P 
Quit d=bQ 

Find 
Find d=b F 
Find Tag d=b # 
Find Again d=b A 

Edit 
Cut d=b X 
Copy d=bC 
Paste d=b V 

Remove ~R 
Clear ~D 
Build Tag ~T 
Remove Tag 
Negate ~. 

Set Text ~O 
Set SpecialO ~1 
Set Spp.ciall ~2 
Set Special2 ~3 
Set Specia l3 ~4 
Export to Scrap ~E 

View 
Implode ~I 
Hide d=b H 
Zoom in 
Zoom out d=b Z 
Show root d=b Y 
Hidden Features 
Feature Order 
Depth 
Scrolling 
Set Defaults 
Save Df'faults 
Reorder 
Reorder All 
Show Obscured 

Complex 
Conjunction d=b [ 
Disjunction d=b { 
Implication d=b > 
List d=b < 
Function List d=b + 

Fonts 
References 
Text 
SpecialO 
Speciall 
Specia l2 
Specia l3 
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